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Multiple Pocket Folders “Bound” Together

Multiple pocket folders “bound” 
together offer section organization 
without the space required to store 
a large three-ring binder. Depend-
ing on your needs, you can increase 
the number of pockets by two with 
every folder you add. 

Determine how many sections/pockets you need. Divide that 
number by two to determine how many pocket folders— 
without tabs— to acquire (e.g., 8 pockets = 4 pocket folders).

STEP 1:

STEP 2:
Cut one folder along the spine to create the front and back 
covers (i.e., the blue folder in the illustration). 

Keep all remaining pocket folders whole; do not cut them. Fold 
each of these folders inside-out putting the center crease on 
the outside. 

STEP 3:

STEP 4:
Using a comb-binding machine, hole punch all the folders 
along the outside edge. (Leave the center crease intact.)

Stack the folders in the following order: 
• front cover (i.e., half the blue folder)
• inside-out folders
• back cover (i.e., half the blue folder)

STEP 5:

STEP 6:
Bind the folders together using a comb-binding machine. 

Section 3: Creating Notebooks
Consider Writer’s Notebook Formats

Whole punch along the outside edge.
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Multiple Pocket Folders “Bound” Together

Multiple pocket folders “bound” 
together offer section organization 
without the space required to store 
a large three-ring binder. Depend-
ing on your needs, you can increase 
the number of pockets by two with 
every folder you add. 

Section 3: Creating Notebooks
Consider Writer’s Notebook Formats

Determine how many sections/pockets 
you need. Divide that number by two to 
determine how many pocket folders to 
acquire (e.g., 6 pockets = 3 pocket folders). 
One folder should include tabs; the others 
should be tabless.

Turn the  tabless pocket folders inside out 
and hole-punch them along the outside 
edge. (Leave the center crease intact.)

Open the tabs of the last remaining folder. 

Slide each hole-punched folder into 
the tabs and fasten them all together. 

STEP 1:

STEP 2:

STEP 3:

STEP 4:

Whole punch along the 
outside edge.




